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Introduction. This demo is based on ATTRACKZONE [1], a
method to physically launch tracker hijacking attacks against
Siamese object trackers [3]. Object trackers are used in
domains including autonomous driving, pedestrian detection,
and mobile robot navigation to improve the accuracy and
robustness of object detectors. Previous attacks against object
tracking either lacked real-world applicability or did not work
against Siamese trackers, which are gaining prevalence due to
their high accuracy in real-world applications.

Launching physical attacks against Siamese trackers is
challenging: (i) attack perturbations must respect physical
constraints on where they can be applied, (ii) perturbations
must be crafted to be as imperceptible as possible to the casual
observer while achieving the desired behavior, (iii) attacks
must influence a group of frames over a given period, necessi-
tating rapid adjustments to the attack to match changes in the
surrounding environment, and (iv) attacks must evade existing
methods (e.g., Kalman filtering) implemented to correct object
tracking errors.

Attacking Siamese Trackers. We address these challenges
with ATTRACKZONE. As input, it takes the attacker’s desired
tracker behavior along with camera and 3D point cloud data of
the target’s environment, taken from a surrogate source, such as
a drone flying near the victim in real-time or publicly available
mapping data. Figure 1 illustrates the attack zone generation
process. ATTRACKZONE uses a worklist-based algorithm to
distill the 3D point cloud data into points that are within the
camera’s field of view. The 3D points are then projected onto
the 2D camera image via the camera’s intrinsic matrix. The 2D
points are grown horizontally and vertically by a scalar defined
by the attacker in order to produce contiguous regions through-
out the image. These regions encode the projector-perturbable
areas and are passed into an adversarial optimization function
to yield perturbations that affect the desired behavior.

We evaluated ATTRACKZONE on three different Siamese
trackers, DaSiamRPN, SiamRPN, and DaSiamRPN+, against
autonomous driving and video surveillance. Using these three
models, we conduct (1) emulated attacks against test samples
of trackers, (2) simulated attacks against a Drivetruth [2]
generated dataset, and (3) real-world attacks using a real
camera, projector, and vehicles in a controlled environment.
On average, ATTRACKZONE achieves the attacker-desired
behavior 92% of the time, requiring between 0.3-3 seconds
of continuous perturbation to be successful depending on the
domain (e.g., digital or physical).

Figure 2 demonstrates a successful attack against au-
tonomous driving. An attacker aims to cause an autonomous
vehicle to collide with another vehicle. The attacker projects
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Fig. 1: ATTRACKZONE’s zone generation process.
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Fig. 2: A tracker hijacking attack moving a truck’s tracker off
the road, causing an autonomous vehicle to believe the way is
clear. As the vehicle accelerates, it will collide with the truck.

adversarial perturbations onto the back of a truck, causing the
truck’s object tracker to move off the road. Thinking that the
road is now clear, the autonomous vehicle will accelerate, rear-
ending the truck.
Demonstration Plan. We provide a video playlist demonstrat-
ing two attacks against separate datasets, as well as one real-
world attack each for autonomous driving and video surveil-
lance. Attacks against autonomous driving work to either stop
an autonomous vehicle or cause it to collide, while the attack
against video surveillance work to disguise an attacker’s entry
into a restricted area. Our project website breaks down the
code used to conduct the attack and evaluate ATTRACKZONE:
https://github.com/purseclab/AttrackZone.
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